
CLEANING UP FUKUSHIMA
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Stabilize Nuclear Plant

2011/2012

2012/2013

2013/2014

Long-term
Roadmap

Phase I (2 years) 
Remove spent fuel  

Phase II (10 years)
Remove fuel debris

Phase III (30-40 years)
Complete Decommissioning

Dec. 2011: 
Cold shutdown 

achieved

Nov. 2013: 
Began removal of fuel from Unit 4 
spent fuel pool

Dec. 2021  2051?

Disaster begins

Disaster elevated to 
Level 7 on INES scale

TEPCO admits 
March meltdown at 
Units 1, 2, 3

PM Naoto Kan calls 
for nuclear-free 
Japan

Japan approves 
creation of NRA

Fukushima independent investigation 
commission releases damning report, 
blaming TEPCO, lax govt. agencies

Japan injects ¥1T 
($12.78B) into TEPCO 
in effective takeover

Japan says it will 
abandon nuclear by 
2030

Pro-nuclear LDP beats 
DPJ, Shinzo Abe is 
prime minister

10,000+ people join criminal 
lawsuit against TEPCO, govt., 
charging negligence

TEPCO begins 
installing 
cover over 
Unit 4

Abe allots 
¥156.4B to METI 
to speed up 
decommissioning

Contaminated water 
crisis begins, tanks 
storing water from 
stricken reactors leak

Groundwater is 
entering reactor 
buildings at 300 
liters a minute, 
becoming highly 
contaminated

Govt. injects another 
¥660B. Total now 
exceeds $38B

TEPCO announces 
plans to install "ice 
wall" to bar ground-
water entry

TEPCO admits 
radioactive water is 
leaking into the sea

Water leaks continue, 
and 80% of water 
storage tanks onsite 
are full

More leaks in storage 
tanks discovered, 
and heavy rains 
worsen crisis

Leak from 
primary 
containment 
vessel of Unit 
1 is discovered

TEPCO to 
decommission 
Units 5, 6

Water is leaking 
from 30-cm 
opening at Unit 3

Work to remove fuel from 
Unit 4 spent fuel pool halted 
for power failure from 
excavation work. Cooling 
system restarted 4 hours 
after power restored.

Basic energy plan 
task force and 
Abe administra-
tion draft 
recommends 
return to nuclear 
power

TEPCO releases interim report, alleging no 
human errors. Government report charges 
TEPCO and NISA for contributing to crisis


